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“This book is joyful, playful, delicious, and guess what? It will also change your life. I invite you
to follow Jessica into the vast green wilderness.” —Lena DunhamWellness advocate and
podcaster Jessica Murnane is the friend you never knew you had. And she’s here to help you
make a change you never thought was possible.In One Part Plant, Jessica has a friendly
request: that you eat just one meal plant-based meal each day. There’s no crazy diet plan with
an anxiety-inducing list of forbidden foods. Or pages filled with unattainable goals based on an
eating philosophy that leaves you feeling hungry and deprived. Instead, Jessica offers you the
tools to easily and deliciously make plants the star of your plate—no matter how much junk
food occupies it now.Jessica knows what it’s like to have less than healthy eating habits. Just a
few short years ago, her diet consisted of three major food groups: Sour Patch Kids, Diet Coke,
and whatever Lean Cuisine had the most cheese. But when her endometriosis—a chronic and
painful condition—left her depressed and desperate for help, she took the advice of a friend
and radically overhauled her diet. Within months, her life dramatically changed—her pain
started to fade and she felt like herself again.With a unique style and playful tone, Jessica
shares what she’s learned on her way to healing her body through food. She keeps it simple
and, most importantly, delicious—with 100 allergy-friendly recipes like Creamy Mushroom
Lasagna, Easy Vegetable Curry Bowls, Triple Berry Skillet Cobbler, and Chocolate Chunk
Cookies.Featuring her top ten pantry basics, practical advice, and colorful and bold
photography, One Part Plant is an inspiring and educational guide to eating real and feeling
your best.
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AuthorCreditsCopyrightAbout the PublisherLetter to the Readerfrom Lena DunhamDear
Reader,Welcome to a really good book. Seriously, you don’t know what’s about to hit you—this
book is joyful, playful, delicious, and guess what? It will also change your life.Let me start by
saying I’m no saint in the food department. When doctors act impressed that I don’t smoke or
drink, I always say, “But you haven’t asked about cheese yet.” Like so many people, so many
women, my life has been a struggle between what tastes right to me and what IS right FOR
me. Even during a decade-long dalliance with veganism, my regimen consisted of French fries,
Sprite, and veggie dogs on massive fluffy buns. My boyfriend describes my dietary preferences
as “three-year-old with a credit card.”When endometriosis entered my life full throttle, I knew I
had to make some adjustments as I dealt with a chronic disease, but it was hard to admit those
changes might be dietary. When you’re already exhausted, stressed, and pissed at Lady God,
you don’t also want your Bolognese and biscuits taken away from you. I was a ravenous beast
clinging to quesadillas for dear life.But after I decided to go public with my struggle, a little
angel reached out her hand in the form of one Ms. Jessica Murnane. Without preaching,
without judgment, she sent me a list of some of the food changes that had worked for her in
her own journey with the illness. I’m pretty public with my challenges, so I get a lot of random
emails from people making suggestions (their acupuncturist, their pet psychic, the Wiccan
crystal shop that got them pregnant), but something about Jessica’s tone drew me to her. She
wasn’t making a big list of don’ts, but rather introducing a whole new world of mysterious
ingredients and exciting kitchen adventures. A plant-based Hogwarts, if you will. She also
readily admitted that she hadn’t started out as a domestic goddess and that change is a
bitch.Armed with a Jessica-approved shopping list, I started making some changes of my own.
Instead of Greek yogurt with half a squeeze bottle of honey, I was enjoying coconut yogurt with
a mess of berries and seeds. Instead of toast with peanut butter, there was sprouted Ezekiel
bread with black sesame and preserves. I sent her photos of every silly experiment, and she
cheered me on like a kindergarten art teacher. I loved that her philosophy made room for
slipups, and furthermore, she didn’t even label them as such. She didn’t label AT all.Her natural
approach also encouraged me to start asking questions about what was going on my face and
body. As someone who spends more time in a makeup chair than I ever dreamed possible, it
had never occurred to me that the pounds of foundations, mascara, and Aqua Net that are
applied to me on the regular might be just as shitty for my system as gas station beef jerky. But
Jessica is that friend who always has the better way (while totally acknowledging how shitty the
new way can feel). She said, in no uncertain terms, that I was allowed to miss birthday cake ice
cream and Lady Speed Stick. I was even allowed to fuck with them sometimes. But small
changes are still changes, and you will feel them in ways that surprise and excite you.So I
invite you to follow Jessica into the vast green wilderness—the secret is it’s not so scary, just
healthy. And fun. All our journeys with our bodies will have a million twists and turns, but
knowledge arms us to handle them with aplomb. And there’s a lot of knowledge in here, from a
lady who learned it the hard way while still making it look easy. Thank you, Jess.Viva la
plant,LenaIntroductionWhen I was on my way home from the airport recently, my cabdriver
asked me what I did for a living. I told him that I used to be a designer, but then a few years
ago, I completely shifted my career and now have a podcast and would be publishing a
cookbook soon. He perked up when I mentioned the cookbook and told me he loved to cook
and was a bit of a chef himself. He asked me what kind of cookbook I was writing and about
the types of food I loved to cook. I told him it was going to be a plant-based cookbook. “Oh,” he
said as if I’d crushed all his dreams (and my dreams of him preordering this thing). I went into



full hype-woman mode and told him that plant-based eating can be really delicious. I shared
some of my favorite recipes, described the gorgeous photos in these pages, and even name-
dropped some of the big chefs who were contributing to the book. But I could tell he was
starting to tune me out. Before he stopped paying attention completely, he did ask one
question:“Why would you eat a plant-based diet, anyway?”I told him I hadn’t actually wanted to
change my diet, and in fact, I’d fought against it pretty hard at first. But five years ago, I was
headed for a hysterectomy at the age of thirty-three, because of my Stage 4 endometriosis. I
couldn’t get out of bed most mornings because my pain had become so severe. I did
everything I could to get better. I underwent multiple surgeries; I tried conventional painkillers
and less-conventional ones (I was a stoner for a month, but it really wasn’t my thing), fancy
yoga and not-so-fancy yoga, and even therapy to help with the depression that comes with
chronic pain. Nothing worked.I hit my lowest point, I told him, when my doctors said they were
out of solutions to help me manage my pain and advised me to undergo a hysterectomy. As
scary as it was, I agreed to move forward with the surgery because I thought it would end my
pain. But soon after that, I received an email from a friend that changed my life. She sent me a
link to a website that explained how eating a plant-based diet could help alleviate some of the
pain and symptoms of endometriosis. I had never even seen the phrase “plant-based” before,
and I was pretty skeptical about the whole thing. I mean, if the right nutrition could help me,
why hadn’t my doctors told me this? And then I read what I had to eat. No candy? No cheese?
No fun? I had zero faith that the diet would work, and whatever-is-less-than-zero faith that I
could actually stick to whatever this plant-based thing was. But I’m also a people pleaser, and I
didn’t really actually want to have the surgery. So I told my friend I would give it a try.And it
worked.Within weeks, my pain began to fade. After a month, my eyes seemed to open a little
wider, and I had more energy. Within three months, I was a completely different person. After
six months, my husband said I had “my sparkle back.” I conquered the insomnia that had
plagued me for a dozen years. I finally got a handle on my depression. I felt the best I’d ever felt
—and I told my doctors I didn’t need that hysterectomy after all.I’d gotten my cabbie’s interest.
He turned around, looked me right in the eye, and said, “Next time, you should really lead with
that.”Damn.He was right. This book isn’t just about plant-based recipes, really pretty photos,
and inspiring chefs. This is also a story of how real food transformed my life from the inside out.
That’s the reason I’m writing this book. So, yeah. I guess I’m leading with that.Five years ago, if
you’d told me what my life would look like now, I wouldn’t have believed you.I’m writing a
cookbook? Wait. I cook? What kind of cookbook? Plant-based food? What in thhheee—
VEGETABLES? Noooooo. You’re joking? I like them? Because of them, I’m not in pain
anymore? I didn’t get a hysterectomy? I’m not sad? I love my life? Can you get me a tissue?
Yes, I’m crying! No, they’re happy tears!Even now, it doesn’t feel real. But, man, I’m so glad it is.
Changing my diet truly changed my life, and I want everyone—sick, healthy, and in between—
to have the opportunity to benefit from real food in the same way that I did. With this book, I
want to provide you with the tools and support to get started on that journey.Now, we might not
know each other very well yet, but the fact that you picked up this book tells me a lot about you.
You want to shake things up and do something a little different for yourself. Which makes me
really excited, and I want to hug you so hard. Because I know from making that same choice
that changing your eating habits even just a little bit can make a huge difference in your quality
of life. I also know that it can be hard to make these changes on your own, so that’s why I’m
here. Because I believe in the healing power of real food, and I believe in you.Let’s get started
already.Love, Jessica1 | Getting Down with OPPWhat does One Part Plant (OPP) mean? OPP
is an eating philosophy; it means at least one meal a day is made up of real, whole, plant-



based foods. One. OPP is not some crazy diet with a list of forbidden foods you can never eat
again, and it doesn’t require you to join a culty food tribe with a million rules. OPP is about
making plants the star of the show for one meal a day. Breakfast, lunch, or dinner—you pick.
Once a day you’ll create, pick up, or order in (no shame in that) a plant-based meal.But let’s
back up for a second. If you’re not familiar with the terms whole foods or plant-based, the
concept is pretty simple. Whole foods are foods that are minimally processed or not processed
at all—veggies, fruits, nuts, seeds, grains, and legumes. Plant-based means that these foods
come from the ground and the trees and are not derived from animals (although many plant-
based eaters consume honey, myself included).I try really hard to avoid talking too much about
the foods you CAN’T eat on a plant-based diet. For starters, I’m not here to tell you what you
can and can’t eat—as far as I’m concerned, it’s your choice to eat whatever you want. But more
importantly, rattling off a list of “bad foods” isn’t a great way to get excited about a new way of
eating; I know I’d prefer to focus on all of the things I can eat rather than the foods that are off
limits. That said, it wouldn’t make a lot of sense if I didn’t explain why certain foods—for
example, ones that start with ch and end with eese—are not considered to be part of a plant-
based diet and are not included in OPP.That reason is inflammation.Doctors, nutritionists, and
dieticians have been debating for years what the best diet is for overall health. And the results
of that debate are, well, confusing. There’s so much information out there that it’s hard to find a
single theory that everyone can agree on. But one idea remains pretty consistent in every
camp: inflammatory foods are not our friends. Chronic inflammation has been linked to cancer,
heart disease, diabetes, arthritis, depression, and Alzheimer’s. We also know that women with
endometriosis can experience more severe symptoms when they consume inflammatory foods.
And even if you are fortunate enough to never experience one of these major illnesses, there’s
still a pretty good chance that inflammation will get in the way of you feeling your absolute best
in some other way—like persistent skin problems or digestive issues.So what are inflammatory
foods? The main culprits include processed and packaged foods, dairy products, red meat,
sugar, fried foods, soda, refined carbohydrates (pastries, white bread), and alcohol. You may
have noticed some of your favorite foods in this list, and that’s OK. Right now, I’m simply
identifying and sharing them with you. By becoming more aware of these foods, you can pay
attention to how they’re making you feel when you eat them.One other note about inflammatory
foods: some people experience inflammation after eating grains, corn, soy, and nightshade
vegetables (eggplant, peppers, tomatoes, and potatoes). Each of us has a unique body, and
we all react uniquely to different foods, even those that are widely considered to be “healthy.”
Again, the important thing is not to swear off all of these foods completely, but to gain an
awareness of how your body reacts when you eat them.Wait a second, you may be thinking.
You forgot about gluten. Isn’t that THE biggest cause of inflammation?!I know, I know. I was just
getting to that.When it comes to gluten, everyone has an opinion. Some experts say it’s the
worst thing you could possibly put in your body, and others that say it’s perfectly safe. New
studies with contradictory findings seem to make headlines every day, and it’s hard to keep up
with all of the evolving research on gluten, let alone know if it’s safe to eat a piece of
bread.Personally, I don’t include much gluten in my diet. For my body, it can cause pretty
serious inflammation, which isn’t great for endometriosis. I eat it on occasion, maybe once a
month. But just because I’m (almost) gluten-free doesn’t mean that you need to swear off
gluten. So in an effort to offer you the best information I can find on this topic, I asked a doctor I
trust—Thomas Campbell, MD (author of The China Study Solution)—to share his thoughts.
Here’s a summary of our conversation:JM: Can someone be sensitive to gluten—i.e., have
some adverse reactions to it—and not necessarily be allergic to it?TC: There are three types of



reactions with gluten: allergies, autoimmune (celiac), and non-celiac gluten sensitivity. Some
people do have problems with gluten without having allergies or celiac disease. It’s important to
note that many of these people are likely to be sensitive to other foods as well, notably
dairy.JM: How do you know if you are sensitive to gluten but don’t have celiac disease or an
allergy?TC: There are no good, reliable tests to make a definitive diagnosis of non-celiac
gluten sensitivity. The best test is to find a program where you can get exposure to gluten
without knowing it while tracking your symptoms. In studies, researchers give patients muffins
or other baked items. Some contain gluten, and some do not. Then they track their patients’
symptoms and see if the gluten exposure actually provokes symptoms. Interestingly, a majority
of patients who feel they have non-celiac gluten sensitivity actually show no correlation
between symptoms and gluten exposure when they are tested in this way. In the absence of
this type of testing, which removes the placebo effect, people can simply try a gluten-free diet
and see how they feel. I do suggest people talk to their doctor first to get tested for celiac. You
cannot test for celiac in a reliable way if you are already on a gluten-free diet. So see your
doctor before making the switch.JM: Why does gluten get such a bum rap?TC: Gluten has
been the target of several popular diet books that suggest people should eat a low-
carbohydrate diet. There is a slight kernel of truth to these books at the start, but they go on to
reach conclusions with which I strongly disagree. One of the most overconsumed foods,
usually in the form of highly processed items, is refined flour. Cookies, cakes, pastries, white
bread, white pasta, pizza—these are all junk foods that contain lots of unhealthy ingredients
above and beyond refined flour. If you get rid of them, you’ll be healthier. But it’s a remarkable
stretch to say that nearly all of our health problems are specifically due to gluten, as these
popular books tend to do.So: the choice is yours. Because I know that my tummy is pretty
sensitive to gluten, I eat gluten in moderation and usually stick to gluten-free grains, gluten-free
flours, and sprouted breads (I’ve found these don’t cause me as much trouble). The recipes
you’ll see in this book are intended to be made with breads and grains that are gluten-free,
sprouted, or fermented. But that doesn’t mean that you have to follow every recipe the way I
would. If you want to sub in some whole wheat bread in place of gluten-free bread, go for it. Or
if you’d rather have some barley or farro in your curry bowl instead of brown rice, I won’t
judge.If you do decide to go 100 percent gluten-free, a word of warning: beware of all of the
“gluten-free” packaged products out there and read labels very carefully. A lot of brands
remove the gluten from a food but then replace it with a whole slew of ingredients that might
make you feel even worse (examples of these are processed starches, soy, and various
sugars). In general, if you’re eliminating gluten from your diet, I recommend eating foods that
are naturally gluten-free instead of foods that are altered to be that way.I don’t want all this talk
about gluten and inflammatory foods to scare you away. Remember, we’re starting with just
one plant-based meal a day—it doesn’t have to be every meal. After changing my own diet, I
know that subscribing to an all-or-nothing approach is a recipe for failure. Labeling the way we
eat doesn’t help much either, and there’s a lot of labeling these days—paleo, raw, fruitarian,
ketogenic, and lots more. When we label the way we eat, it can slowly become not just a diet
but our personal identity, too. And then when we go off course and eat some grains or a piece
of cheese, we feel that we’ve failed.I don’t ever want you to feel like you’ve failed. In fact, I want
the idea of eating One Part Plant to give you a little breathing room to be less hard on yourself.
It’s not about being perfect. It’s about adding more real food to your diet, one meal at a time. It’s
about taking one step every single day to feeling your best. Because when plants become the
centerpiece of one meal a day, you will notice significant improvements in the way you feel.I
know I’m making this all sound so easy and breezy—and the reality is, changing your eating



habits can be a challenge. There was certainly nothing easy or breezy about it for me. It was
emotional. I questioned whether it was worth it. I had a lot of low moments when I wondered if
just getting the surgery would be easier than changing the food on my plate. So what kept me
going? I was feeling the results of my efforts every day. The damn plant-based thing was
working. Real food works.By changing my diet, I was able to manage the pain from my
endometriosis that had interfered with my happiness, career, and relationships for more than a
decade. I slept well. My skin looked great, and so did my hair. I had more energy than ever
before. I WAS HAPPY for the first time in years. This change also opened my eyes to other
ways I could treat myself better—I did my best to stop with the negative self-talk, I began to
remove the not-so-positive relationships from my life, figured out ways to manage my stress
better, and I began exercising more. All of this work was starting to pay off, so I had to make a
choice: gummy bears or my well-being? It was a tough one, but I chose me.This book contains
everything I’ve learned (with some help from other folks too) about eating, living, and feeling
better. I’ve made all the mistakes, done all of the experimenting, and put in the legwork so you
don’t have to. So let’s get started—with just one meal a day. Give it a shot, and we’ll go from
there, OK? And we’ll definitely throw in some pie along the way.What Is Endometriosis,
Anyway?I didn’t want this to be an “endometriosis book.” Not because the topic isn’t important
to me—it’s actually what led me here. It’s that I believe a plant-based diet has the potential to
help more people than just women with endo and don’t want to exclude anyone from the
conversation.But there’s no way that I’m not going to take the opportunity to dedicate a part of
my book to the disease which, according to the Endometriosis Foundation of America, affects
176 million women worldwide (one out of ten women in the US). Sadly many of these women
will never be diagnosed even after multiple visits to the doctor. Over the course of a typical
woman’s journey, she will be made to feel that it’s all in her head, that she’s weak, that she’s
just sensitive, or even worse, mentally unstable. In many cases, she will either be ignored or
misdiagnosed and medicated for a disease or condition she doesn’t actually
have.Endometriosis isn’t just about having a “bad period.” It affects a woman’s career,
relationships, and even her ability to participate in simple, everyday activities. The pain is
debilitating, yet women push through it and remain silent. It’s heartbreaking and unacceptable
that they continue to suffer this way, and education is the only way we can create more
awareness and begin to help women who endure this disease every day.If you’re reading this
and thinking that it doesn’t apply to you, I hear you. But please keep reading. My guess is that
you know at least one woman in your life. If there’s even a small chance that this information
could help her or another woman she knows, it’s worth the read.If you’re reading this and think
you might have endometriosis, find a doctor who specializes in endo or one you feel will take
the time to listen to your symptoms and needs and can refer you to a specialist. If you know
you have endo and aren’t seeing any progress with your symptoms, find a new doctor. Look for
one who is well versed in the latest in endo research and surgeries. You’d be surprised how
many doctors aren’t. Also look for someone who is open to talking about alternative therapies
like diet, nutrition, and holistic wellness practices. These are not cures, but anything that could
make you feel the slightest bit better is worth a shot.What Is Endometriosis?Endometriosis is a
disease that occurs when tissue similar to the tissue lining the uterus grows on other parts of
the body. It usually grows around the ovaries, bowel, or the tissue lining the pelvis, although it
some cases it can spread beyond the pelvic region. During the menstrual cycle, this displaced
tissue thickens, breaks down, and bleeds. Because this tissue has no way to exit the body, it
becomes trapped. This can lead to cyst formation, adhesions, and severe pain.What Are the
Symptoms?Symptoms vary from woman to woman, so she might experience one or all of



these.PELVIC PAINVERY PAINFUL PERIODS (CRAMPING, LOWER BACK AND
ABDOMINAL PAIN)PAIN DURING OR AFTER SEXBLOOD CLOTSPAINFUL BOWEL
MOVEMENTSDIARRHEA AND CONSTIPATIONURINARY FREQUENCY, RETENTION, OR
URGENCYEXCESSIVE BLEEDINGINFERTILITY (THOUGH MANY WOMEN CAN STILL
HAVE CHILDREN)FATIGUEBLOATING AND GASSINESSNAUSEA AND VOMITINGOTHER
IMMUNE-RELATED ISSUESHow Is It Diagnosed?According to the documentary Endo What?,
it takes an average of eight doctors over ten years for a woman to be diagnosed with
endometriosis. At some point during this journey, she is commonly misdiagnosed with irritable
bowel syndrome (IBS), colon or ovarian cancer, appendicitis, sexually transmitted diseases, or
even panic disorder.Proper diagnosis requires a surgical biopsy, typically involving an
outpatient procedure called laparoscopy.Is There a Cure?There is no cure, but there are
treatments that can help manage symptoms and pain.What Are the Treatment and Pain
Management Plans?LAPAROSCOPIC SURGERYDIET AND NUTRITIONALTERNATIVE
THERAPIES (INCLUDING ACUPUNCTURE, EXERCISE, AND MASSAGE)* HORMONE
TREATMENT* PAINKILLERSYou can find more information on endometriosis and
recommendations for further reading in the “Resources” section.* I am not endorsing hormone
treatment or painkillers, simply stating these are common treatments.Three Things I Want You
to Know Before You Go OPP Change can feel weird and expensive. There might be some
ingredients in this book that you’ve never heard of. Up until five years ago, I’d never heard of
them either. When I first decided to change my diet, if I saw an ingredient I didn’t recognize in a
recipe or cooking technique I’d never tried before, I’d roll my eyes and keep on flipping or
scrolling until I found one that was familiar. This was also right around the time I started
exclusively eating salsa tacos (which are sadly exactly what they sound like—salsa on a taco
shell), spaghetti, and frozen gluten-free waffles for almost every meal.I had a lot of insecurities
surrounding food and my abilities in the kitchen, so I stayed in my comfort zone until one day I
just couldn’t eat another salsa taco and knew something had to change.And guess what? I
quickly realized that once I knew where to find these other ingredients, they took the same
exact amount of time and effort to buy at the store as my old standbys (side note: fresh herbs
were new to me, so we’re not talking anything crazy here). As soon as I began treating the
grocery store as an adventure and not a chore, things got a whole lot easier and more
delicious. No more salsa tacos.As you start looking through the recipes in this book, I
encourage you to reserve judgment and eye rolls for more serious offenses than a bean you’ve
never heard of before. Rather than skipping past things that you don’t know, pause instead.
Seek out more information about them. And then go buy them and experiment. It makes this
whole process so much easier (and a lot more fun) when you let down your guard and allow
yourself to have more of an open mind.And about the expensive part: it’s true that some whole,
plant-based ingredients cost a little more than their conventional counterparts. Whole-grain and
nut flours are definitely more expensive than good ol’-fashioned white flour. But that’s because
you are paying for a quality product that isn’t cheap to produce.If you find that some ingredients
just won’t fit into your weekly food budget, save them for special occasions. You’re not eating
caviar at every meal, so treat your new recipes the same way. I don’t want you cursing me at
the checkout counter or, more important, getting too discouraged by price tags to give OPP a
try.The good news is that most of the ingredients I use and recommend in my recipes cost
about the same or even less than a lot of the stuff you’re probably used to buying. A half pound
of nutritional yeast is far less expensive than a half pound of fancy imported cheese. And if
you’re asking yourself, “What the hell is nutritional yeast?” . . . don’t worry, we’ll get to that. This
isn’t a diet book. I’m curvy. This is something I know. I have, on occasion, worn two sports bras



to the gym. I’ve got hips, thighs, and a booty. A woman once told me that she liked my recipes
because I was a “real woman” and not super thin. It took me a second to decide that was a
compliment. It was. I’m not sure if my body is designed to ever be super thin, and my food and
recipes aren’t designed to try to achieve that either. I create recipes with one intention in mind:
to make my (and your) body feel good. A lot of you might lose weight eating more plant-based
foods—I certainly did. But for many of us, even when we do drop some lbs, we’ll still be rocking
the double sports bra and the rest of our curves. And that’s OK.The point is, it’s important to
me that you know that this isn’t a diet book. Don’t worry, I’m not going to tell you that “it’s not a
diet, it’s a lifestyle!” book either, because that’s also not the point. This book is simply about
food. OK, not just any food; it deserves a little more credit than that. It’s about real food that I’m
hoping is going to help give you more energy and help you feel more alive. Food that might
help you begin to heal from chronic illness. Food that might inspire you to get in the kitchen and
cook. And food that will leave you feeling good after eating it (hint: real food doesn’t make you
feel depressed or so bloated you look pregnant). So yes, it’s pretty special stuff. But it’s also not
the food you’ll find in a lot of diet books, the kind that makes you feel restricted or that you’re
missing out. I don’t want you to approach my recipes with any of these emotions. I want you to
eat food that you’re excited about.One of my health heroes, Dr. Mark Hyman, says, “Food is not
just calories or energy. Food contains information that talks to your genes.” I keep this in mind
every time I make a decision about what to eat. I don’t ask myself, Will this food make me fat? I
ask, Is this food going to whisper sweet nothings to my body/genes and make them feel good,
or is it going to be like my dick ex-boyfriend and say rude things that make my body/genes feel
bad? Yes, I definitely eat the occasional French fry (or twenty). But I shoot for the feel-good
foods 90 percent of the time.Wait, did I mention this isn’t a diet book? I wanted to get that in
there one more time. You’re not perfect. Neither am I. In my dream world, does everyone eat
plant-based foods at every meal? Yep. Is everyone going to actually do that? Nope. I’m OK with
that. All I want is for you to try to eat at least one plant-based meal a day. The cool thing is
you’ve got three chances to make that happen. If it’s not at breakfast, lunch is right around the
corner. If you still can’t fit it in by lunch, you’ve got dinner. I also know that for a lot of you (and
this is something I do secretly want to happen), one meal might turn to two, and two might turn
to three. Until one day, you wake up and this thing you tried has become your new norm.It can
happen. It happened to me.There are a lot of theories out there about the best way to start a
new habit. Some people believe it’s best to quit the bad stuff cold turkey and go all in on a new
program. Others say it’s best to ease into it. And then there’s the popular theory of doing
something for 21 days to rewire your brain. I think all of these approaches are right, because
every single person approaches change differently. No matter what path you take, it’s important
to remember that nobody’s perfect. You’ve got hundreds of meals ahead of you to figure out
what works best. It doesn’t have to be all or nothing; you’re just shooting for one meal a day to
start. And if that one meal doesn’t happen, wake up the next morning and try again.I once had
a dinner meeting with a woman, and before we even got a chance to sit down at the table, she
told me that she wasn’t interested in eating a plant-based diet. I politely smiled and told her we
were cool and I wasn’t planning on asking her to eat one anyway. The funny thing is that as we
ate, she drilled me with questions about my diet—why I eat the way I do, if it was hard, if I
missed any of the old foods I used to eat, and if I noticed a difference in the way I felt each day.
I answered all her questions and pointed out a couple times that she was bringing up my diet,
not me. I had a hunch that she was actually a little interested in trying a plant-based diet. I
suggested that the easiest way for people (not her, of course) to get started was with one meal
a day.Today this woman who so boldly proclaimed that she had no interest in trying a plant-



based diet eats a diet primarily composed of—you guessed it—plants. She started slowly, with
smoothies for breakfast, then began adding more veggies to her dinners, and then decided to
cut out dairy. Now she’s almost all in. I bring her up because I’ve come across many people like
her—so afraid to change that they don’t even want to try. Maybe it’s a fear of missing out on
favorite foods or being intimidated by learning new cooking techniques, but I think for a lot of
people it comes down to not wanting to fail. Whatever the reason, they still hear a tiny (like so
tiny they can barely make it out) voice inside that’s telling them to try. I encourage you to listen
to that voice and then tell that voice to not even think about judging you when you do.I didn’t
want to change my diet. But I listened to that voice that asked, What if this works? What if this
actually makes you feel good? What if you can still be the same you, but feel more alive?
Thank goodness I listened. Changing how I ate was one of the hardest things I’ve ever done,
but it’s also one of my greatest accomplishments. I’m happier, nicer, and I feel pretty damn
good, too. I achieved all this without being perfect and by simply taking things one meal at a
time.OPP in the KitchenI just took stock of my entire kitchen, and here’s what I found:1
BLENDER1 CUPCAKE PAN1 FOOD PROCESSOR2 SPATULAS1 BIG POT2 SIEVES (FINE-
MESH BOWL)1 SMALL PAN3 BIG SPOONS1 BIG PAN1 WHISK1 SAUCEPAN1 HANDHELD
MIXER1 CAST-IRON SKILLET1 EACH: CHEF’S KNIFE, SERRATED KNIFE, AND PARING
KNIFE (A.K.A. “THAT SMALL KNIFE”)1 PIE PAN3 BIG BOWLS1 WIRE RACK1 GRATER1 8-
BY-11 BAKING DISH1 CITRUS JUICER THING3 BAKING SHEETS1 ROLL OF PARCHMENT
PAPERIt’s not a lot. I don’t have a mandoline or a fancy set of knives or rice cooker or waffle
maker (although I really do want a waffle maker). Most of my friends and family have double
the amount of kitchen gear that I do, and they rarely cook.When I first started teaching myself
how to cook, I think the only reason I had most of these items was because my husband, Dan,
loves to cook. For the first ten years of our marriage, he was the official chef in our kitchen, and
he made every meal. The few times that I attempted to help, I once famously burned a hole in
the wall, and I managed to overcook (or undercook) rice every time. When he was out of town
or worked late, I’d order in, fire up the microwave, or just eat a big bowl of cereal. I had zero
confidence in my ability to cook. I thought it was just something you were good at or you
weren’t.When I first started eating a plant-based diet, Dan was still doing a lot of the cooking.
But as I started to experience the changes this new food was having on me, I became curious
and excited to get into the kitchen myself. Food was helping me heal and becoming such an
important part of my life that I couldn’t let myself be intimidated by the kitchen anymore. Not to
mention, Dan worked a lot of late nights, and all those takeout and frozen meals didn’t quite fit
into my new deal . . . so I had to suck it up and figure out meals I could make for myself.The
first meal I “cooked” on my own was a salsa taco (as mentioned, salsa tacos were my go-to
meal when I first went plant-based). Granted, a ten-year-old who was allowed to hold a knife
could have put this meal together. But I made salsa from scratch, dammit, and I was proud! I
remember I even took a photo of it and sent it to my friend. But after a few too many salsa
tacos, I knew I needed to switch it up and learn how to cook from actual recipes.And then, the
Birthday Cake Incident happened.A few weeks after changing my diet, I went to a good friend’s
birthday party. When the cake came out, I panicked. I fought back tears as everyone was
singing “Happy Birthday.” As they started to cut the cake, I stepped outside and really started to
cry. I was crying partly because I thought I couldn’t stuff my face with the vanilla frosting I loved
so much, but what was really making me sad was the sense of loss I felt over the food
traditions that would no longer be part of my life. My stupid new diet was taking them away
from me. I was sad, but I also couldn’t ignore the fact that the new food I was eating was
helping me heal my body. I wanted my cake and my health, too.I decided that I needed to



figure out how to cook all of my favorite foods in a new way. I started with the classics I grew up
with, swapping out a few ingredients here and there to make them plant-based—pasta dishes,
mashed potatoes and gravy, cookies, and pies. I practiced a lot. I failed a lot. But the more I
tried, the less scary my kitchen became.I no longer believe that cooking is something you’re
naturally good at or you’re not. Just like a lot of things in our lives, cooking skills are acquired
through practice. My recipes aren’t super elaborate, and you’re not going to learn some crazy-
advanced chef technique that involves making foam from a vegetable. What I do want is to give
you simple and delicious dishes that you feel confident preparing, that you love to eat, and that
make you feel really good.It was important to me that all of the recipes in this book be made
and taste tested by someone besides me. So I enlisted the help of family, friends, readers of
my website, and listeners of my podcast to test-drive all of the recipes you’re about to see.
They aren’t professional chefs or cookbook authors—they are people who simply love food. I
got such great feedback from them that I’ve included some of their thoughts and tips about the
recipes called “Tasters Tell All” throughout this book.If you’re still thinking, But I am really bad at
cooking—just stop. As a former wall-burning, can’t-even-make-rice mess in the kitchen, I’m not
going to be able to give you a pass. I know you can do this. Don’t wait until you find yourself
crying outside of someone else’s birthday party over a piece of cake. Pick a recipe. Read it all
the way through. And make it. And then make it again until you’ve got it right. You might
surprise yourself.2 | Pantry EssentialsThere used to be a time in our house each day that my
husband referred to as the “Magic Hour.” The Magic Hour was when I had come home super
hungry after a long day at work and couldn’t figure out what to have for dinner. The frantic
downward spiral would start off with me saying things like, “It takes too much time to cook!” and
“Why don’t we ever have groceries?!” and would eventually progress to “It’s too late to order
delivery!” and “Well, what do YOU want to eat?”He was being sarcastic, of course, because
this hour was the opposite of magic. It was terrible. I’m not the nicest when I’m hungry, and
back then I was also in a lot of pain. Not to mention, I had zero idea what to do in the kitchen,
which only deepened the spiral.After a few epic Magic Hour meltdowns, I would plan a
weekend trip to the grocery store and imagine the amaaazzzing experience it was going to be.
I pictured myself floating through the aisles and getting inspired by all of the interesting
ingredients that I saw. I would leave with a cart full of delicious, healthy food that would feed me
for the whole week. I was going to be prepared! It was going to be awesome! But in reality, I’d
get to the store, feel overwhelmed by indecision, get frustrated with myself for not making a list
ahead of time, and leave nearly empty-handed (except for an apple or two).When I shifted to
eating more real food and slowly started becoming more comfortable and confident at the store
and in my kitchen, I began to notice a trend in the ingredients I was consistently buying. I also
noticed that these same ingredients were saving me from having Magic Hour meltdowns. If I
had these ingredients, plus some fruits and veggies, I could always throw something together
for dinner.
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Vida, “... this cookbook a few days ago and I absolutely love it. Usually I will look through a
new .... I just got this cookbook a few days ago and I absolutely love it. Usually I will look
through a new cookbook and find like 3 or 4 recipes that look good and I really want to try. In
this book, I want to try ALL of them! I cook every single day, so even though I haven't cooked
all these recipes yet, I know they will turn out really good just by reading through the recipe.
So far I have tried the Creamy Baba Ganoush (I added one clove of raw garlic and then topped
with chopped fresh mint and parsley,) and Daniel Holzman's chopped veg. salad (I swapped
out a couple of veggies for other ones and added some boiled sorgum.) Both were awesome!
This week I want to try the Butternut Squash and Lentil Tacos and the Chilaquiles with Cilantro
Cream. This is not "weird vegan food," this is just delicious and satisfying real food. Each
recipe is gluten free and soy free which makes that much better.I only have one small criticism.
On pg. 9 in the intro, the author explains that it was a compliment when another woman told
her that she liked her recipes because she was a "real woman," and not super thin. I think this
kind of talk is negative. You just cannot be body positive about yourself while putting down
other body types. Super thin women are "real women" too. I'm a big girl and I believe all body
types are great.”

LMW, “Accessible, tasty and beautiful!. This book is worth the price of admission for the
chocolate chip cookie recipe and Buffalo white bean dip alone. I'm a vegan, my partner an
omnivore, and the rest of my circle is a mix of gluten-free folks, cheese-loving vegetarians,
meat obsessives, and on and on. The recipes in this book satisfy everyone at the table. The
author takes great care in explaining the best way to stock your pantry so that these simple
and delicious recipes are never too far out of reach. Love everything about it!”

Susana, “Get Down with OPP!!. I was so excited for this book to come out and the day I was
suppose to have it delivered Amazon delivered it to the wrong address but kindly corrected the
mistake and one day later I had the book in my hands. I don't recall how I discovered Jessica
and OPP but being someone who also suffers from severe endometriosis I felt an urge to listen
and follow her and eventually buy her 1st book. I already have tons of recipes book marked
and so far I have made the Almond Cherry Muffins twice! Btw if you have a Vitamix or another



high speed blender go ahead and make your own Brown Rice Flour its super easy and
inexpensive. I also made the Spicy Broccoli Rice and this week I plan to make the Chilaquiles
with Cilantro Cream and the Nutty Banana Smoothie. UPDATE 3/9 I made the Chilaquiles with
Cilantro cream. So delicious but be sure to adjust the cream and the Chilaquiles with a bit more
salt and lime if needed. As Jessica explains she doesn't use much salt. I use Himalayan and
it's already so low so feel few to adjust but this is a must try.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Love, love, love!. I first discovered Jessica Murnane when I was newly
diagnosed with endometriosis and related to her story. I was so inspired by Jessica that I
bought a copy of her cookbook to find out if I too could alleviate some of my symptoms by
introducing more plant-based meals into my diet.When the book arrived, I found it aesthetically
beautiful and loved that Jessica weaved story throughout her book. The pantry essentials
section really helped me to identify some healthier alternatives to my existing pantry staples,
several of which I've already incorporated as regularly stocked items. Then, there's the recipes.
Besides being fantastic, they are very approachable, with a reasonable number of ingredients
and limited prep time.A few of my favorite recipes are Crunchy Chunky Granola; White Bean
Buffalo Hummus; Za'Atar Swirl Bread; Roasted Carrots with Pesto; Quinoa Taco Salad; Black-
Eyed Peas and Greens; and Chocolate Chunk Cookies. I've made most of these several times.
My husband, whose preferences are certainly not plant-based, has enjoyed these meals and
even has a few favorites of his own.One of the things that I love about Jessica's approach is
her willingness to share what's worked for her, in hopes that it may help others. Without
pushing her lifestyle on anyone else or making proclamations of the health outcomes of a plant-
based diet, she simply invites you to make room for some plant-based meals into your life each
week by offering an accessible path forward.I have certainly benefited from finding ways to
incorporate more plants into my meals. Through Jessica's podcast, One Part Podcast, she has
inspired me to find ways to not only manage my endometriosis symptoms, but to exert greater
influence on my health overall through lifestyle changes. This podcast has led me to find other
inspirational individuals whose cookbooks or blogs I've added to my collection, which are
helping to guide me along my journey and keeping it interesting.”

Jessica Zweig, “I felt like Jess was talking directly to me. I am obsessed with this book. It's so
rare when you find a cook-book that is so much more than just recipes, but a look inside
someone's journey, life and passions. I felt like Jess was talking directly to me, like a close
girlfriend, throughout the entire read. And for real though - these recipes are next level
delicious and so easy to make. What I love most about is that this book is for plant lovers AND
non-plant lovers. Case in point - my husband prefers his pop-tarts over his plums and mac n'
cheese over basically everything, and he was loving these meals. HUGE win for me. Easy,
approachable and real. Just like this author. I cannot recommend this book enough.”

Hannah, “Who's down with OPP, yeah you know me!. What a fantastic book! I have been
following Jessica for years on her One Part Podcast and loved her interviewing style. When
she said she was coming out with a cookbook I was intrigued, and perhaps slightly skeptical as
I wasn't sure how her great style would translate on paper as well as it does on audio. Well I
was blown out of the water.This book follows the momentum of eating one plant-based meal a
day. It's very non-prescriptive and allows individuals to eat based on how the body feels. I like
that along with drool worth recipes and high quality photos, it has great anecdotes on what it
was like to change a diet, how to inspire others around you, how to order plant-based at a



restaurant and how much to season with salt. I laughed reading a lot of her recipes with her
down to earth banter and Drake references. The fact that it is almost out of stock in it's first
week of publication should also give you an idea of how wildly popular it will become!”

Britt buntain, “I found this book because I fell in love with Jessica's podcast. Oh. My.
Goodness.I found this book because I fell in love with Jessica's podcast, One Part Podcast,
and it was at a time when I really needed some education, support, and inspiration for
changing my eating habits to accommodate having an autoimmune disease. When I got the
book, I sat down with a cuppa tea and read the entire thing, cover to cover, and while I did that
I thought of a friend of mine who would love this book so the only time I put it down was to
order another copy and send it to my friend. This is so much more than a cookbook, and you
don't have to have an autoimmune disease to love it either.GET THIS BOOK!”

Charlotte Lanteigne, “Amazing!!. I have made almost every single recipe from this book! They
are easy, relatively quick and simple recipes that taste amazing. I also love the layout and look
of the book. Would 100% recommend or buy as a gift”

Julia Graham, “Excellent intro to plant-based eating. Well done! I bought this book to learn
more about plant-based cooking and endometriosis. It did not disappoint. Jessica’s vulnerability
with her endometriosis journey, and her easy writing voice make this book a winner for me.”

Powell Floral, “Totally loving this book. So many great photos and easy recipes! As an endo
sister I am so thankful to have such a good recipe resource!”

The book by Jessica Murnane has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 217 people have provided feedback.

4. MORNING ORANGE BASIL SHOT CHIA FRUIT TOAST ALMOND CHERRY MUFFINS
SUUTEI TSAI (MILK TEA) NUTTY BANANA SMOOTHIE JOHNNIE COLLINS’S COCONUT
YOGURT WITH MANGO AND PAPAYA PINEAPPLE MINT GREEN SMOOTHIE BAKLAVA-ISH
TOAST CRUNCHY CHUNKY GRANOLA OWEN + ALCHEMY’S UNSWEETENED ALMOND
MILK SPICY TAHINI AVOCADO TOAST CREAMY PEACH PORRIDGE BLUEBERRY CORN
CAKES CREAMY GRITS WITH AVOCADO AND HOT SAUCE CHILAQUILES WITH
CILANTRO CREAM OVERNIGHT CHIA OATS FRENCH TOAST SANDWICH WITH
CINNAMON CARDAMOM SYRUP BREAKFAST POTATO BOWL 5. DIPS + SPREADS +
SIDES STRAWBERRY CHIA JAM AND CHOCOLATE CASHEW BUTTER TAHINI HONEY
SPREAD VINSON PETRILLO’S FRESH CHICKPEA SPREAD WITH CRISPY BLACK OLIVES
ROASTED GARLIC BEAN DIP/SPREAD CREAMY BABA GANOUSH WHITE BEAN
BUFFALO HUMMUS JALAPEÑO CORN BREAD BEET HORSERADISH RELISH/DIP/
SPREAD QUICK PICKLED DILL CUCUMBERS AND RADISHES ZA’ATAR SWIRL BREAD
PERSIAN-STYLE DILL RICE QUICK ROASTED SESAME BRUSSELS SPROUTS FENNEL
AND CABBAGE SLAW HERB FRIES ROASTED CARROTS WITH PESTO LEBANESE
SPICY POTATOES (BATATA HARRA) CREAMY SUCCOTASH MUSHROOM AND LENTIL
STUFFING 6. SOUPS + SALADS TOMATO AND WHITE BEAN PANZANELLA KALE
AVOCADO SALAD CARROT AND PISTACHIO SALAD JERUSALEM SALAD DANIEL
HOLZMAN’S CHOPPED VEGETABLE SALAD QUINOA TACO SALAD TOMATO AND CORN
SALAD WITH JALAPEÑO-LIME DRESSING CREAMY MILLET SALAD POMEGRANATE,
SPINACH, AND WALNUT SALAD RED LENTIL SOUP EASY SPICY MISO SOUP ROASTED
CAULIFLOWER AND FENNEL SOUP ROASTED POTATO, CORN, AND LEEK CHOWDER



THAI COCONUT SOUP CREAMY ROASTED TOMATO SOUP RUTH REICHL’S BUTTERNUT
SQUASH SOUP 7. MAINS ROASTED ASPARAGUS AND TOMATO PASTA OPEN-FACED
FALAFEL SANDWICH MEXICAN FRIED RICE NACHOS SAAG PLANT-NEER CREAMY
BUTTERNUT SQUASH AND LENTIL TACOS JOHNNY MARZETTI REMIX COCONUT
QUINOA AND BEANS EASY RED CURRY VEGGIE BOWLS PERRY HENDRIX’S ROASTED
CARROTS AND SPROUTED LENTIL TABBOULEH GO-TO SPAGHETTI MARINARA BLACK-
EYED PEAS AND GREENS CREAMY MUSHROOM LASAGNA MASHED POTATO AND
GRAVY BOWL CORN CAKES WITH BLACK BEAN SPREAD ZA’ATAR SWEET POTATOES
AND GARLICKY KALE WHITE BEAN PEPPER CHILI SPICY BROCCOLI RICE 8.
DESSERTS ALMOND BUTTER AND BLUEBERRY COOKIES HONEY PEPPERMINT CUPS
CHOCOLATE MINT COIN COOKIES DOUBLE CHOCOLATE CUPCAKES WITH SALTED
CHIA PUDDING FROSTING CHOCOLATE HAZELNUT CRISPIES NUT BUTTER
CHOCOLATE TART ROASTED PINEAPPLE SUNDAES COCONUT DATE PINWHEELS
TURTLE EGGS CHOCOLATE CHUNK COOKIES TRIPLE BERRY SKILLET COBBLER NO-
BAKE TAHINI CHERRY BARS JULIA TURSHEN’S STRAWBERRY GRANITA WITH
WHIPPED COCONUT CREAM ROASTED BERRY MILKSHAKE GRASSHOPPER PARFAIT
CRISPY ICE CREAM BARS 9. SNACKS + SIPS GRILLED CINNAMON AND BANANA
SANDWICH CURRY CORN BEET AND APPLE SAUCE SWEET AND SPICY NUTS TAHINI
BALL BALLS PEACH GINGER TEA PISTACHIO COCONUT SQUARES STRAWBERRY
BASIL COOLER WATERMELON LEMONADE THREE SIMPLE JUICE RECIPES (CARROT
AND ORANGE, GREEN APPLE, GREEN DREAM) CHOCOLATE MILK/HOT CHOCOLATE
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